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Abstract This study describes a method for deriving the

time varying second order moment, or heteroscedasticity,

of local daily temperature and its association to large

Coupled Canadian General Circulation Models predictors.

This is carried out by applying a multivariate generalized

autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity (MGARCH)

approach to construct the conditional variance–covariance

structure between General Circulation Models (GCMs)

predictors and maximum and minimum temperature time

series during 1980–2000. Two MGARCH specifications

namely diagonal VECH and dynamic conditional correla-

tion (DCC) are applied and 25 GCM predictors were

selected for a bivariate temperature heteroscedastic mod-

eling. It is observed that the conditional covariance

between predictors and temperature is not very strong and

mostly depends on the interaction between the random

process governing temporal variation of predictors and

predictants. The DCC model reveals a time varying con-

ditional correlation between GCM predictors and temper-

ature time series. No remarkable increasing or decreasing

change is observed for correlation coefficients between

GCM predictors and observed temperature during

1980–2000 while weak winter–summer seasonality is clear

for both conditional covariance and correlation.

Furthermore, the stationarity and nonlinearity Kwiatkow-

ski–Phillips–Schmidt–Shin (KPSS) and Brock–Dechert–

Scheinkman (BDS) tests showed that GCM predictors,

temperature and their conditional correlation time series

are nonlinear but stationary during 1980–2000 according to

BDS and KPSS test results. However, the degree of non-

linearity of temperature time series is higher than most of

the GCM predictors.

Keywords Multivariate GARCH � Temperature �
Diagonal VECH � DCC � Conditional covariance �
Conditional correlation � Nonlinearity � Stationarity

1 Introduction

Downscaling techniques have been developed for years to

generate temporal and spatial variability of local scale

climate information from large scale atmospheric variables

simulated by Atmosphere–Ocean Global Climate Models

(AOGCMs). Downscaling large-scale GCM outputs to a

finer spatial resolution are carried out through two funda-

mental approaches called dynamic and statistical approa-

ches. While dynamic downscaling refers to the use of

Regional Climate Models (RCMs), Statistical downscaling

methods (SDM) seek the relationship between variables

well simulated by Global Climate Models (GCMs, usually

large-scale fields) and regional or local surface climate

variables. In other words, SDMs assume that there is an

empirical relationship between upper-air circulation vari-

ables or predictors and local climate variables or predic-

tants. In contrast to dynamical downscaling methods,

SDMs need lower computation requirements, are easier for

implementation, are able to provide point climate obser-

vations (Wilby et al. 2002; Herrera et al. 2006), can be
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easily transferred to other regions and are able to directly

incorporate observations into method. On the other hand,

these methods usually require long and reliable observation

data and are dependent upon choice of predictors (Fowler

et al. 2007).

Generally speaking, SDMs may be divided into three

main approaches called transfer functions, stochastic

weather generators and weather typing approaches. The

most common and relatively simpler transfer function

methods which derive an empirical relationship between

predictors and predictants include linear models such as

regression-based models (Hessami et al. 2008; Fasbender

and Ouarda 2010; Jeong et al. 2012b; Hammami et al.

2012), Principle Component Analysis (Huth 2004),

Canonical Correlation Analysis (Busuioc et al. 2006) and

Singular Value Decomposition (Oshima et al. 2002). These

methods have an important drawback, the assumption of a

linear association between predictors and predictants,

which is usually violated as a nonlinear mechanism gov-

erns the climate system. The nonlinearity in this associa-

tion between climate variables using nonlinear methods has

already been investigated in the literature. For example,

nonlinear transfer function methods have been applied for

downscaling, among which Artificial Neural Networks

(ANNs) are the most common approach. For example, the

superiority of nonlinear ANNs against multiple linear

regression was demonstrated by Miksovsky and Raidl

(2005) who used NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data for tem-

perature downscaling. They showed a strong detectable

non-linearity for winter season whereas the relationship

between predictants and predictors were reported rather

linear for summer. The ANNs were also applied by Schoof

and Pryor (2001) and Cannon (2007) for precipitation and

temperature downscaling. Another example of application

of the non-linear methods for downscaling was presented

by Vrac et al. (2007) who used Generalized Additive

Models for precipitation and temperature downscaling in

Western Europe. Fischer et al. (2004) introduced a multi-

variate non-linear model called Multivariate adaptive

Regression Splines (MARS) for rainfall anomaly induced

by El Nino/Southern Oscillation (ENSO).

All the above methods have applied non-linear approa-

ches to capture the non-linear associations between large

scale atmospheric predictors and regional or local predic-

tants. However, the nonlinear association through second

order moment or the variance of the climatic variables has

not been investigated yet. This study aims to have a new

look at the nonlinear association between predictors and

predictants through their second order moment or their

variance by introducing a class of multivariate nonlinear

methods commonly used in financial time series modeling

and known as the multivariate generalized autoregressive

conditional heteroscedasticity (MGARCH) models. The

most obvious application of MGARCH models is the study

of the conditional covariance structure between different

markets.

Although time series modeling approaches such as

univariate and multivariate autoregressive moving average

(ARMA) models are very popular in hydrologic and cli-

matic sciences, they have rarely applied for downscaling

(e.g. Laux et al. 2011). Traditional time series approaches

assume that the expected value or the mean of a process at

each time step, t, is conditioned on the previous time steps,

t - 1, …, t - k, where k is the lag time. This expected

value or the mean is called the conditional mean. In a

GARCH approach, it is assumed that the variance of a

process at each time step, t, depends on the previous time

steps. This variance which varies in time is called condi-

tional variance or heteroscedasticty. As mentioned above,

the multivariate GARCH approach has been developed to

establish the relationship or the co-movement of the vari-

ance of two processes or the conditional covariance. This

study tries to look at the conditional variance–covariance

structure between GCM outputs and the local or regional

predictants which can be called as Heteresocsedastic

Downscaling. To illustrate this new perspective, the

MGARCH models are first introduced in the next section.

The methods are followed by an illustrative example for

heteroscedastic modeling. The conclusions and challenges

for future work are given afterwards.

2 Heteroscedastic procedures

2.1 Univariate model

We begin with the univariate Autoregressive Generalized

Conditional Heteroscedasticity, GARCH(v,m) model pro-

posed by Engle (1982) and generalized by Bollerslev

(1986). Here, the term Autoregressive implies that the

variance of a variable at a time t depends on the variance at

time t - 1, t - 2, …, t - m. In other words, we have

conditional heteroscedasticity or time varying variance. In

this case, GARCH model is written as follows

r2
t ¼ xþ

Xv

i¼1

aie
2
t�v þ

Xm

j¼1

bjr
2
t�m ð1Þ

Here r2
t is the conditional variance of the variable at

time t, x, aði ¼ 0; . . .; vÞ and b(j = 1, …, m) are the

parameters of the model to be estimated, r2
t�m is the con-

ditional variance at time t - m, e2
t�v is the noise or the

shock of the process at time t - v and v and m are the order

of the model, or the number of parameters in the model.

For example, a GARCH(1,1) model has one ALPHA or

ARCH parameter and one BETA or GARCH parameter.
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The parameters of the model should be positive to

ensure that the conditional variance is always positive and

a ? b\ 1; where a ? b captures the persistence of vola-

tility or the persistence of conditional variance. It should be

noted that a, and b indicate the degree of a short-term and

long-term persistence, respectively. The intensity of per-

sistency is therefore equal to a ? b.

2.2 Multivariate model

2.2.1 Overview

The Multivariate GARCH model is the extension of the

univariate model to the bivariate form where the hetero-

scedasticity of one process is assumed to transfer to the

other process and increase or decrease its volatility.

In a multivariate model, the conditional variance, r2
t

depends on the lagged shocks et�i, i = 1, …, v and on the

lagged conditional covariance matrix, rt�j, j ¼ 1; . . .;m.

Therefore, the general form of a bivariate MGARCH (1,1)

model with two series (k = 2) can be given as follows

VECH r2
t

� �
¼ xþ

XV

i¼1

A1VECHðet�1e
0
t�1Þ

þ
XM

j¼1

B1VECHðr2
t�1Þ ð2Þ

Where x is a 1
2

kðk þ 1Þ � 1 vector and A1 and B1 are
1
2

k k þ 1ð Þ � 1
2

k k þ 1ð Þ
� �

parameter matrices. The VECH(.)

shows the operator which stacks the lower portion of a

matrix in a vector. The above bivariate model can easily be

written in the following matrix format

VECH
r2

11;t r2
12;t

r2
21;t r2

22;t

" #
¼

r2
11;t

r2
12;t

r2
22;t

2

64

3

75 ¼
x10

x20

x30

2

64

3

75

þ
a11 a12 a13

a21 a22 a23

a31 a32 a33

2
64

3
75

e2
1;t�1

e1;t�1

e2
2;t�1

e2;t�1

2
64

3
75

þ
b11 b12 b13

b21 b22 b23

b31 b32 b33

2

64

3

75
r2

11;t�1

r2
12;t�1

r2
22;t�1

2

64

3

75

ð3Þ

Where r2
11;t and r2

22;t are the conditional variance and

r2
12;t is the conditional covariance between the two time

series (predictor and predictant time series in our case).

The above bivariate MGARCH specification is called

the full bivariate VECH(1,1) model which has

3 ? 9?9 = 21 parameters to be estimated. To reduce the

number of parameters of the model, some specifications

have been introduced among which, two specifications, the

diagonal VECH model and dynamic conditional correla-

tion (DCC) models, are introduced and applied here in this

study. The diagonal VECH model estimates the time

varying conditional covariance between CGCMs and

temperature time series while the DCC model gives the

time varying correlation between them.

2.2.2 Diagonal VECH model

The diagonal VECH model was introduced by Bollerslev

et al. (1988) to reduce the number of parameters of the full

VECH model. The diagonal model constrains the matrices A1

and B1 to be diagonal. In this case, the number of parameters

of the bivariate MGARCH(1,1) reduces to 3(k(k ? 1)/2) or 9

parameters which is relatively less than the full model. The

diagonal VECH model can therefore be written as follows

dVECH
r2

11;t

r2
21;tr

2
22;t

� �
¼ x11

x21x22

� �

þ a11

a12a22

� �
e2

1;t�1

e1;t�1e2;t�1e2
2;t�1

� �

þ b11

b21b22

� �
r2

11;t�1

r2
12;t�1r

2
22;t�1

� �

ð4Þ

Using the Hadamard or element-by-element product of

the above matrix, the conditional variance–covariance

structure between the two time series can be as follows

r2
11;t ¼ x11 þ a11e

2
1;t�1 þ b11r

2
11;t�1 ð5Þ

r2
21;t ¼ x21 þ a21e1;t�1e2;t�1 þ b21r21;t�1 ð6Þ

r2
22;t ¼ x22 þ b22e

2
2;t�1 þ b22r

2
22;t�1 ð7Þ

Where r2
11;t and r2

22;t denote the conditional variance of

the predictor and predictant and r12,t is the conditional

covariance between them, respectively.

2.2.3 Dynamic conditional correlation

The DCC model was introduced by Engle (2002) to gen-

eralize the constant conditional correlation (CCC) model

(Bollerslev 1990). The CCC model is a specification for the

general MGARCH model which aims to reduce the number

of parameters of the model and assumes that the condi-

tional correlations between the elements of et are time-

invariant. This implies that the conditional covariance

between two time series is given by

r2
ijt ¼ DtRijDt ð8Þ

where

Dt ¼ diagðr2
11t. . .r2

22tÞ ð9Þ
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and Rij is the CCC between the conditional variances of the

two time series (r2
11t and r2

22t, Eqs. 5 and 7). The CCC

model implies that the conditional covariance is

proportional to the conditional variances of the two time

series. Therefore, Eq. (8) can be re-written in the following

form

r2
12;t ¼ R12 � r2

11t � r2
22t ð10Þ

The main drawback of the CCC model is the assumption

of invariant conditional correlation which seems unrealistic

for many hydro-climatic variables, especially in the context

of climate science and climate change. Therefore, we need

to apply a model which allows R to be time varying. For

estimating time varying R, Engle (2002) introduced the

DCC model. The conditional correlation in a DCC(1,1)

model can be written as follows

Rt ¼ diag r
1
2

11;t; . . .; r
1
2

kk;t

� �
Qtdiag r

1
2

11;t; . . .; r
1
2

kk;t

� �
ð11Þ

Where the k 9 k symmetric positive definite matrix

Qt = (rij,t) is given by

Qt ¼ 1� h1 � h2ð Þ �Qþ h1et�1e
0
t�1 þ h2Qt�1 ð12Þ

�Q is the k 9 k unconditional variance matrix of et and h1

and h2 are non-negative parameters satisfying h1 ? h2 \ 1

which allows to capture the effects of previous shocks and

DCCs on the current DCC. It is obvious that when

h1 ? h2 = 0 the DCC is equivalent to a CCC model.

3 Test methods

An important issue in the failure of linear models for an

accurate downscaling is the nonlinearity and non-sta-

tionarity in the climate variables. Although numerous

studies have applied the nonlinear methods for downscal-

ing (as some of them were mentioned above), there are

very few studies to test the nonlinearity (e.g. Miksovsky

and Raidl 2006 by the method of surrogate data) and non-

stationarity of GCM predictors and their link to surface

climate variables.

This study applies the Brock–Dechert–Scheinkman

(BDS) test (Brock et al. 1996) to investigate the nonlin-

earity of GCM predictors and their link to surface tem-

perature. The test has its origin in chaos theory and is

useful to detect both deterministic chaos and test the

goodness-of-fit of a model. It is a nonparametric method

for testing for serial independence and nonlinear structure

in the time series based on the correlation integral of the

series. The BDS statistic for m [ 1 is defined as

BDSm;M rð Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
M
p Cm rð Þ � Cm

1 ðrÞ
rm;MðrÞ

ð13Þ

Where M = N - (m - 1)s is the number of embedded

points in an m-dimensional space, r is radius of a sphere

centered on Xi, Xi ¼ ðxt; xt�s; xt� m�1ð ÞsÞ is a new series

generated from the main time series (xt), cm,M(r) counts up

the number of points in the m-dimensional space that lies

within a hypercube of radius r, Cm(r) - C1
m(r) has an

asymptotic normal distribution with zero mean and

rm.M(r) is the standard deviation of the points in this

space. Under the null hypothesis, {Xt} is an Independent

and identically distributed (i.i.d) process and the BDS

statistic converges to a unit normal as M ? ? (Wang

2006). The BDS test in this study is applied to investigate

and compare the degree of nonlinearity of different

predictors and predictants and their conditional variance–

covariance structure.

The Kwiatkowski–Phillips–Schmidt–Shin (KPSS) test

(Kwiatkowski et al. 1992) is also applied for investigating

the stationarity. It should be noted that the KPSS test

examines the stationarity around the deterministic trend

(trend stationarity) and the stationarity around a fixed level

(level stationarity) and is more powerful than other meth-

ods such as the Augmented Dickey–Fuller (ADF) test

(Lahrech and Sylwester (2011). Assume we can decom-

pose Xtf g into the sum of a deterministic trend, a random

walk and a stationary error in the following regression

model

xt ¼ rt þ bt þ et ð14Þ

Where rt = rt-1 ? ut and ut is i.i.d �Nð0; r2
hÞ, bt is a

deterministic trend and et is a stationarity error. By these

assumptions, the null hypothesis of level stationarity can-

not be rejected if b = 0 and alternatively, the null

hypothesis of trend stationarity cannot be rejected if

r2
u ¼ 0. The reader is referred to Wang (2006) for more

details.

4 Illustrative example

4.1 Data description

To illustrate the above procedure for variance–covariance

modeling, the following predictor and predictant data sets

are applied. Daily maximum and minimum temperature

data series (Tmax and Tmin, hereafter) from Bagotville Air-

port station (71.00�W, 48.33�N) in the Quebec province,

Canada, for the period 1980–2000, are selected as predic-

tants. The temperature data are obtained from Environment

Canada, and have been homogenized by Vincent et al.

(2002). The predictor data set includes the Canadian

Coupled Global Climate Model (CGCM3 T47) model

outputs. The CGCM3 model is an improved Canadian

R. Modarres, T. B. M. J. Ouarda
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AOGCM models (i.e. CGCM1 and CGCM2) with new

components. As the proposed model considers a bivariate

conditional variance–covariance structure between a pre-

dictor and a predictant, 25 predictors from one near grid

point are selected to illustrate the MGARCH approach. The

CGCMs data set used in this study is based on the CGCM3

run at T47 resolution which provides a 3.75� 9 3.75�
surface grid resolution and covers the period 1961–2000.

All the CGCM3 data sets can be found in the DAI CGCM3

Predictors (2008) documentation. Table 1 shows the pre-

dictor variables of NCEP/NCAR interpolated on a CGCM3

T47 grid. The location of grid points and surface sites are

also illustrated in Fig. 1. It should be noted that the CGCM

predictors have a range of weak and moderate (uncondi-

tional) correlation with the temperature time series

according to Jeong et al. (2012a).

4.2 Data screening

Before developing MGARCH models for heteroscedastic

analysis, we look at the temporal variation of the mean and

unconditional variance of the predictors. Here, the uncon-

ditional variance refers to the squared temperature time

series. The daily evolution of the mean and variance of the

observed and squared (or the unconditional variance)

temperature time series are given in Fig. 2. The daily

average and variance of original and squared temperature

have been calculated for each calendar day during

1980–2000.

It can be seen that the mean and variance of temperature

(Fig. 2a) show strong winter–summer seasonality. How-

ever, it is observed that the squared temperature (or the

unconditional variance) time series shows a different

temporal variation from the original temperature time

series. This may imply that the temporal variation of the

second order moment, or the variance, of temperature is

different from the mean or the first order moment. This

feature has not been investigated in previous studies.

Next, we examine the correlation between the original

and squared predictors and predictant time series. Figure 3

indicates the monthly (Pearson product) correlation coef-

ficients between some selected predictors and temperature

data. This figure indicates different (monthly) correlation

structure between original (not squared) temperature and

squared temperature (or the unconditional variance) and

GCM predictors. This phenomenon was not investigated on

previous studies. For example, the correlation coefficient

between temperature and mean sea level pressure (MSLP)

moves completely in a different direction of the variation

of the correlation between squared temperature and MSLP.

This feature can also be seen for C10 predictors. It is

observed that the correlation between squared (uncondi-

tional variance) temperature and predictors are relatively

weaker than that for original (non-transformed) time series.

One can also see that the difference in correlation coeffi-

cient is remarkable for winter and fall seasons while for the

summer, there is not a significant divergence between the

Table 1 NCEP and CGCM3 predictors on the selected grid point

Number NCEP/NCAR predictors (unit) Abbreviation

1 500 hPa vorticity (s-1) C5

2 850 hPa vorticity (s-1) C8

3 1,000 hPa vorticity (s-1) C10

4 500 hPa divergence (s-1) D5

5 850 hPa divergence (s-1) D8

6 1,000 hPa divergence (s-1) D10

7 500 hPa specific humidity (kg/kg) H5

8 850 hPa specific humidity (kg/kg) H8

9 1,000 hPa specific humidity (kg/kg) H10

10 Mean sea level pressure (Pa) MSLP

11 500 hPa wind speed (m/s) S5

12 850 hPa wind speed (m/s) S8

13 1,000 hPa wind speed (m/s) S10

14 Temperature at 2 m (�C) T2

15 500 hPa U component (m/s) U5

16 850 hPa U component (m/s) U8

17 1,000 hPa U component (m/s) U10

18 500 hPa V component (m/s) V5

19 850 hPa V component (m/s) V8

20 1,000 hPa V component (m/s) V10

21 500 hPa wind direction (m/s) X5

22 850 hPa wind direction (m/s) X8

23 1,000 hPa wind direction (m/s) X10

24 500 hPa geopotential height (m2/s2) Z5

25 850 hPa geopotential height (m2/s2) Z8

Fig. 1 Location of CGCM3 grid points, selected grid point and

surface observation site for this study
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two correlation coefficients. All these suggest that the

predictor–predictant variance relationship is different from

the relationship between their means, which is considered

in different statistical downscaling (SD) procedures. Prac-

tically, the above relationship between the variances is a

kind of nonlinear relationship which worth considering in

downscaling procedures. This study provides some meth-

ods to examine this nonlinear relationship between pre-

dictants and predictors.

Moreover, the stationarity and nonlinearity test results

for selected time series are presented in Table 2. The

results show a significant level stationarity for all predic-

tors and predictants according to the KPSS test. The tem-

perature time series indicate a significant trend non-

stationarity during 1980–2000. Among the GCM predic-

tors, H5, U10, X8, Z5 and Z8also indicate significant trend

non-stationarity.

The BDS test reveals nonlinearity for all temperature

and GCM predictors. The temperature time series shows a

higher degree of nonlinearity than most of the GCM pre-

dictors, except for T2, specific humidity and Z5 at all

dimensions. All other predictors indicate almost similar

degree of nonlinearity for all m dimensions. We also do not

observe a significant nonlinearity difference between dif-

ferent geopotential heights.

4.3 Univariate GARCH models

Before applying the bivariate GARCH models for het-

eroscedastic GCM predictors–temperature variance–

covariance modeling, we look at the conditional variance

of the GCM predictors and temperature time series. The

parameters of the GARCH models for conditional variance

are presented in Table 3. We can see that all ARCH

parameters and most of the GARCH are significant while

the GARCH parameters for a few predictants are not

significant.

Based on the GARCH models, the GCM predictors can

be categorized into three groups. The first group includes

the predictors with insignificant or very small GARCH

parameters such as C10;U8;U10;X5 and Z8 predictors.

These predictors do not have a strong memory or their

persistence in the variance and conditional variance greatly

depends on the previous shocks (random process or inno-

vation). In other words, the short-term persistence is

stronger than the long-term persistence for the first group.

Fig. 2 Evolution of the mean and (unconditional) variance for a original and b squared temperature time series
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Fig. 3 Seasonal (unconditional) correlation coefficients between original and squared predictors and temperature data
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The second group includes the predictors with significant

large GARCH parameters such as specific humidity

(H5;H8;H10) and T2. These predictors have a high degree

of conditional variance memory and persistency and small

ARCH parameters (short-term persistence). The third

group includes other GCM predictors which show rela-

tively higher ARCH and GARCH parameters than the first

group. The conditional variance in this group depends on

both previous shocks and variances at (more or less) the

same degree.

The conditional variances of some selected GCM pre-

dictors and temperature time series are given in Fig. 4. This

figure shows the daily average conditional variance during

1980–2000. Among the predictors, the temperature at 2-m

height (T2), specific humidity (H8) and wind direction (X8)

show a remarkable different temporal (daily) variation.

Other predictors show almost the same temporal variation

with winter–summer seasonality in the conditional

variance. It is also clear that all conditional variances show

a high level of fluctuation and do not tend to stay at a high

(low) level for a long time before changing to another low

(high) level.

4.4 Multivariate model for maximum temperature

4.4.1 VECH model

In order to consider the heteroscedastic model for maxi-

mum temperature (Tmax), the bivariate diagonal VECH

model is first developed and estimated. The parameters of

the conditional covariance between predictors and maxi-

mum temperature are given in Table 4. The covariance

parameters show a relatively low level of the relationship

between the variance of the predictors and predictants.

Except for specific humidity and T2 which show a large

positive GARCH parameter (b21), other predictants have

Table 2 Stationary and nonlinearity test results for predictors and predictants

Series KPSS level stationary test KPSS trend stationary test BDS test

m = 2 m = 3 m = 4

Results p value Results p value Results p value Results p value Results p value

Tmax 0.01 [0.1 0.0001 0.02 0.14 0.001 0.23 0.001 0.30 0.001

Tmin 0.01 [0.1 0.0002 0.001 0.14 0.001 0.24 0.001 0.31 0.001

C5 0.07 [0.1 1.61 9 106 0.75 0.01 0.001 0.02 0.001 0.03 0.001

C8 0.7 [0.1 - 2.76 9 106 0.58 0.01 0.001 0.02 0.001 0.02 0.001

C10 0.26 [0.05 - 1.92 9 106 0.71 0.01 0.001 0.02 0.001 0.02 0.001

D5 0.04 [0.1 9.84 9 107 0.85 0.02 0.001 0.04 0.001 0.05 0.001

D8 0.02 [0.1 2.60 9 106 0.61 0.02 0.001 0.03 0.001 0.04 0.001

D10 0.04 [0.1 1.16 9 106 0.75 0.02 0.001 0.03 0.001 0.04 0.001

H5 0.01 [0.1 1.12 9 105 0.03 0.07 0.001 0.11 0.001 0.13 0.001

H8 0.009 [0.1 1.36 9 106 0.79 0.09 0.001 0.16 0.001 0.20 0.001

H10 0.008 [0.1 4.51 9 106 0.37 0.13 0.001 0.23 0.001 0.29 0.001

MSLP 0.18 [0.05 2.00 9 106 0.69 0.04 0.001 0.07 0.001 0.08 0.001

S5 0.14 [0.05 1.42 9 106 0.78 0.05 0.001 0.07 0.001 0.08 0.001

S8 0.02 [0.1 - 5.65 9 107 0.91 0.02 0.001 0.03 0.001 0.03 0.001

S10 0.08 [0.1 - 7.99 9 107 0.87 0.01 0.001 0.02 0.001 0.02 0.001

T2 0.008 [0.1 6.47 9 105 0.20 0.13 0.001 0.23 0.001 030 0.001

U5 0.14 [0.05 2.71 9 106 0.61 0.07 0.001 0.11 0.001 0.13 0.001

U8 0.10 [0.1 - 4.36 9 106 0.41 0.05 0.001 0.07 0.001 0.08 0.001

U10 0.07 [0.1 - 1.21 9 105 0.02 0.02 0.001 0.04 0.001 0.05 0.001

V5 0.05 [0.1 4.96 9 107 0.92 0.02 0.001 0.04 0.001 0.05 0.001

V8 0.07 [0.1 3.11 9 106 0.55 0.02 0.001 0.03 0.001 0.04 0.001

V10 0.07 [0.1 1.31 9 106 0.80 0.01 0.001 0.02 0.001 0.02 0.001

X5 0.31 [0.01 0.0005 0.13 0.07 0.001 0.10 0.001 0.13 0.001

X8 0.29 [0.01 0.0011 0.009 0.06 0.001 0.09 0.001 0.11 0.001

X10 0.06 [0.1 0.0006 0.23 0.03 0.001 0.04 0.001 0.04 0.001

Z5 0.01 [0.1 1.41 9 105 0.005 0.12 0.001 0.20 0.001 0.20 0.001

Z8 0.03 [0.1 1.15 9 105 0.02 0.08 0.001 0.13 0.001 0.15 0.001
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relatively small or negative GARCH parameters. More-

over, the ARCH parameters are also relatively small and

vary between a21 = 0.15 for H5 to a21 = 0.60 for U5. A

negative GARCH parameter is also observed for some of

the GCM–Tmax covariance relationship. The covariance

structure between GCM predictors and maximum temper-

ature, therefore, seem to greatly depend on the cross pro-

ducts of shocks, signifying that shocks in the predictors

volatility impact on future volatility of Tmax. The variance

of Tmax does not seem to be largely influenced by the past

variances of (most of) the GCM predictors and most the

GCM predictors show a negative influence on future var-

iance of the surface Tmax at the selected station.

Therefore, based on the covariance structure, the GCM

predictors can be divided into three groups; the first group

with a high covariance relationship includes specific

humidity (H5;H8;H10) and T2; the second group with both

short-term and long-term persistence with positive covari-

ance relationship with Tmax including wind speed

(S5; S8; S10), U5, X8 and geopotential height (Z5;Z8;); and

the third group with the same short-term persistence

influence but negative covariance effect on Tmax includes

the rest of GCM predictors. The time varying covariance

between GCM predictors and maximum temperature are

illustrated in Fig. 5 for some typical GCM predictors. This

figure shows the average, maximum and minimum condi-

tional covariance for Julian days during 1980–2000. The

conditional covariance between GCM predictors and Tmax

shows winter–summer seasonality for most GCM predic-

tors such as those illustrated in Fig. 5 except for the

Table 3 GARCH parameters for selected predictors and predictants

Variables x a b Variables x a b

Tmax 8.06 0.46 0.50 S10 0.62 0.13 0.21

Tmin 6.82 0.63 0.33 T2 0.01 0.20 0.78

C5 0.74 0.13 0.14 U5 0.44 0.45 0.06

C8 0.90 0.13 0.51 U8 0.62 0.34 0.01

C10 0.81 0.18 0.002 U10 0.70 0.24 0.04

D5 0.61 0.25 0.15 V5 0.55 0.27 0.19

D8 0.59 0.23 0.18 V8 0.66 0.23 0.13

D10 0.37 0.14 0.49 V10 0.88 0.15 0.03

H5 0.02 0.09 0.89 X5 1,487.3 0.77 0.03

H8 0.02 0.19 0.79 X8 3,713.5 0.44 0.35

H10 0.01 0.27 0.66 X10 10,881 0.30 0.29

MSLP 0.55 0.40 0.06 Z5 0.10 0.44 0.43

S5 0.58 0.32 0.10 Z8 0.38 0.46 0.04

S8 0.71 0.16 0.11

Entries in bold indicate that the null hypothesis is rejected at the 5 %

level

Fig. 4 Daily (averaged) conditional variance for some CGCM predictors and temperature time series (1980–2000)

A generalized conditional heteroscedastic model
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specific humidity and T2 which show a different temporal

covariance variation and seasonality.

4.4.2 DCC model

We next move to estimate conditional correlation between

predictors and maximum temperature using the DCC

model. The parameters of the DCC model are given in

Table 5. The estimates of h1 are statistically significant for

all GCM predictors while the estimates of h2 are not sig-

nificant for some of the GCM predictors–Tmax relationship.

The DCC results indicate that the assumption of CCC

between predictors and predictants are not supported

empirically. The effect of short-term persistence of shocks

on DCCs is greatest for U5, MSLP and Z8 at 0.65, 0.64 and

0.62, respectively. These results shows that the short-term

variation of maximum temperature is greatly dependent on

U5, MSLP and Z8.

The largest long-term influence of shocks on the con-

ditional correlation is observed for V10, specific humidity

and T2. In addition some other GCM predictors such as

geopotential height and wind direction have also long-term

influence on maximum temperature.

Using the DCC model, the daily conditional correlation

coefficient can be estimated for the whole 1980–2000

period. In order to illustrate the daily fluctuation of con-

ditional correlation, the average, maximum and minimum

estimates of the correlation coefficients for each Julian day

are given in Fig. 6 for some typical GCM predictors. It can

be seen that (average) correlation coefficients show a weak

association between most of the GCM predictors such as

MSLP, C10, D5;V5; S8 and Tmax and remain in the same

level during the year. Some other GCM predictors such as

specific humidity, T2, geopotential height and wind direc-

tion have large correlation with a dynamic seasonal

fluctuation.

Having daily time series of conditional correlation, the

annual variation of conditional correlation coefficients

during 1980–2000 is also illustrated in boxplot format in

Fig. 7 for some GCM predictors. In this figure, each box-

plot contains 365 daily conditional correlation coefficients

(366 for leap years). These predictors (and others which are

not illustrated in this figure) reveal no remarkable change

in the association of GCM predictors and maximum tem-

perature during the 20-year study period at the selected

station. In other words, this figure shows no trend or sig-

nificant periodicity in the association between GCM pre-

dictors and maximum temperature.

4.4.3 Testing conditional correlation

Finally, we look at the stationarity and nonlinearity test

results for the correlation coefficients between GCM pre-

dictors and temperature in Table 6. The KPSS test shows

level stationarity for correlation coefficients between all

predictors and maximum temperature and a trend sta-

tionarity for most of the GCM predictors. However, strong

(1 % significant level) trend non-stationarity for the cor-

relation between Tmax and some GCM predictors such as

T2, specific humidity, U5, X5 and Z5 and some weak (5 %

significant level) trend non-stationarity for C10, D10, S5, S10

are observed. This suggests the existence of outlier corre-

lation coefficients which make the whole correlation

coefficient time series not stationarity around such a basic

trend line.

The BDS test exhibits a significant nonlinear structure

for conditional correlation between the predictants and

maximum temperature. It is observed that the degree of

nonlinearity in the correlation coefficients is almost iden-

tical among most of GCM predictors. However, the cor-

relation coefficients between some GCM predictors such as

T2, C10, specific humidity, V10, X5, X10 and Z10 and

Table 4 Bivariate diagonal

VECH parameters for

conditional covariance between

Tmax and CGCM predictors

Entries in bold indicate that the

null hypothesis is rejected at the

5 % level

Predictors x21 a21 b21 Predictors x21 a21 b21

C5 1.32 0.29 20.10 T2 0.12 0.19 0.77

C8 0.14 0.25 20.24 U5 20.51 0.60 0.05

C10 21.13 0.23 -0.06 U8 -0.03 0.51 -0.03

D5 20.20 0.38 20.14 U10 20.63 0.37 20.28

D8 21.16 0.33 20.27 V5 0.001 0.40 20.10

D10 21.7 0.25 20.39 V8 1.15 0.30 20.27

H5 0.05 0.15 0.83 V10 1.65 0.30 20.11

H8 0.09 0.19 0.78 X5 -5.02 0.43 -0.05

H10 0.18 0.27 0.68 X8 11.7 0.44 0.48

MSLP 20.41 0.51 20.13 X10 255.8 0.27 -0.004

S5 0.01 0.49 0.14 Z5 0.77 0.46 0.43

S8 20.38 0.33 0.08 Z8 1.32 0.57 0.06

S10 21.1 0.22 0.15
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maximum temperature are showing a much larger nonlin-

earity than those for other GCM predictors. It can be seen

that these GCM predictors with high nonlinearity show also

the trend non-stationarity according to KPSS test.

4.5 Multivariate model for minimum temperature

4.5.1 VECH model

In this section, the bivariate GARCH model for minimum

temperature heteroscedastic analysis is developed. Fol-

lowing diagonal VECH procedure, the estimated models

are given in Table 7. The GARCH model for minimum

temperature reveals a relatively high degree of short-term

persistency and low level of memory in conditional

covariance for minimum temperature as the ARCH

parameter are usually larger than the GARCH parameter.

Both negative and positive GARCH parameters are

observed. The intensity of persistency, however, is low for

most of the GCM predictors. This suggests a high degree of

volatility variation in minimum temperature and less

remembering the past variances. It is important to note that

the short-term and long-term persistencies are almost

similar to what were observed for maximum temperature

(see Table 4).

Fig. 5 Daily average, maximum and minimum conditional covariance between CGCM predictors and Tmax time series during 1980–2000

A generalized conditional heteroscedastic model
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The conditional covariance between some typical GCM

predictors and Tmin are illustrated in Fig. 8. This figure

(and the other covariances not given in this figure) shows

different temporal (daily and seasonal) covariance structure

between GCM predictors and minimum temperature. It

seems that there is not a big difference for temporal vari-

ation of the conditional covariance between Tmax and Tmin

and most effective GCM predictors, i.e. T2 and specific

humidity (see also Fig. 5). Similar to conditional covari-

ance for Tmax, a winter–summer difference is also observed

for the covariance structure between GCM predictorss and

Tmin.

4.5.2 DCC model

Next step in the heteroscedastic analysis for GCM pre-

dictors–minimum temperature relationship includes the

estimation of DCC between predictors and Tmin. The

parameters of DCC estimations and the CCCs are given in

Table 8. The DCC models, the strength of the persistency

and the parameters are almost the same as those estimated

for Tmax (see Table 5). The DCC parameters indicate that

the assumption of CCC is violated as the parameters h1 and

h2 are significant. However, for most of the GCM predic-

tors, h2 is not significant or is relatively small. This sug-

gests that the correlation between Tmin and GCM predictors

changes in time but it depends largely on the cross-pro-

ducts of the shocks and the covariance has an insignificant

and small dependence on previous covariances. This table

also shows that the CCCs are negative and relatively small

for most of the GCM predictors.

The largest long-term influence of shocks to the condi-

tional correlation is observed for T2 and H5, X5 and X8. In

addition some other GCM predictors such as geopotential

height, wind direction, vorticity and V component have

long-term influence on minimum temperature.

Using the DCC model, the daily time varying condi-

tional correlations between GCM predictors and minimum

temperature are given in Fig. 9 for some typical GCM

predictors.

This figure shows the average DCC remains around a

fixed value for most of the GCM predictors but the daily

maximum and minimum observed DCC for 1980–2000

shows that a high level of association between predictors and

minimum temperature also exists. These conditional corre-

lations usually show winter–summer seasonality. However,

a few GCM predictors such as T2, specific humidity, wind

direction and geopotential height have a different temporal

(seasonality) association to minimum temperature.

Figure 10 illustrates the annual evaluation of conditional

correlation coefficients between some typical GCM pre-

dictors and minimum temperature. Similar to Fig. 7, each

boxplot contains 365 daily conditional correlation coeffi-

cients (366 for leap years). The annual evaluation of con-

ditional correlation does not show any significant change

(trend) or significant regular fluctuations during

1980–2000. However, the extreme (outlier) coefficients are

observed for some GCM predictors such as MSLP, Z8, etc.

4.5.3 Testing conditional correlation

The stationarity and nonlinearity test results for the con-

ditional correlation are reported in Table 9. This table

demonstrates level-stationarity for all predictors–predic-

tants associations. However, KPSS test cannot pass the null

hypothesis of trend-stationarity for the conditional corre-

lation coefficient between Tmin and some GCM predictors

(i.e. H5, H10, T2, U5, X5 and X10).

This table also tells the existence of nonlinarity in the

association of all GCM predictors and minimum tempera-

ture according to BDS test results. Similar to the results for

Tmax, one can see that the degree of nonlinearity is, more or

Table 5 DCC parameters for

conditional covariance between

Tmax and CGCM predictors

Entries in bold indicate that the

null hypothesis is rejected at the

5 % level

Predictors h1 h2 h1 ? h2 CCC Predictors h1 h2 h1 ? h2 CCC

C5 0.37 0.001 0.37 0.22 T2 0.21 0.76 0.97 0.91

C8 0.23 0.31 0.56 -0.01 U5 0.65 0.03 0.68 -0.23

C10 0.07 0.88 0.95 -0.21 U8 0.56 0.001 0.56 -0.06

D5 0.43 0.001 0.43 -0.06 U10 0.40 0.001 0.40 -0.09

D8 0.30 0.63 0.93 -0.07 V5 0.51 0.001 0.51 -0.04

D10 0.22 0.001 0.22 -0.2 V8 0.36 0.001 0.36 0.16

H5 0.11 0.86 0.97 0.51 V10 0.05 0.90 0.95 0.26

H8 0.18 0.78 0.96 0.74 X5 0.42 0.50 0.90 -0.07

H10 0.21 0.76 0.97 0.88 X8 0.23 0.31 0.54 -0.01

MSLP 0.64 0.001 0.64 -0.12 X10 0.33 0.61 0.94 -0.08

S5 0.59 0.001 0.59 -0.14 Z5 0.36 0.58 0.94 0.80

S8 0.40 0.001 0.40 -0.14 Z8 0.62 0.07 0.67 -0.01

S10 0.27 0.02 0.29 -0.23
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Fig. 6 Daily average, maximum and minimum conditional correlation coefficients between typical CGCM predictors and Tmax during 1980–2000

A generalized conditional heteroscedastic model
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less, identical for all GCM predictors except some (i.e. T2,

X5, X10 and Z5) which show a higher degree of nonlinearity

for all m = 2, …, 4 dimensions. It is also observed that a

few GCM predictors with trend non-stationarity (i.e. T2, X5,

X10) show a higher degree of nonlinearity than other GCM

predictors. This is in contrast to what is observed for Tmax

(see Table 6) for which the GCM predictors with non-

stationarity also indicated a higher degree of nonlinearity.

5 Summary and conclusions

In the state-of-the-art of statistical downscaling, the first

order moment or the mean of large atmospheric variables

are transferred to the first order moment of the surface

variables such as temperature and rainfall. Although in the

downscaling literature, the (unconditional) correlation

between the predictors and surface observations are always

reported, the link between their second order moments (or

variance) is not examined. This study showed that the

association between the variances of the GCM predictors

and temperature is different (both in magnitude and tem-

poral variation) from the association in their mean which is

applied in a downscaling. For modeling the relationship

between the second order moment of predictors and pre-

dictants, this study developed and applied an econometric

approach. Modeling the conditional variance–covariance

structure showed that except a few GCM predictors such as

Fig. 7 Annual variation of conditional correlation between Tmax and some typical CGCM predictors during 1980–2000
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specific humidity and T2 with strong variance persistency,

other GCM predictors showed both short-term and long-

term variance persistency. The conditional variance of the

predictors has relatively large ARCH parameter and small

GARCH parameters. This suggests the volatility of most of

the GCM predictors is dynamic and the memory in the

Table 6 Stationary and nonlinearity test results for conditional correlations between Tmax and CGCM predictors

CGCM series KPSS level stationary test KPSS trend stationary test BDS test

m = 2 m = 3 m = 4

Results p value Results p value Results p value Results p value Results p value

C5 0.11 [0.1 -1.40 9 106 0.34 0.02 0.001 0.04 0.001 0.06 0.001

C8 0.04 [0.1 -2.39 9 106 0.17 0.04 0.001 0.07 0.001 0.09 0.001

C10 0.02 [0.1 -1.96 9 106 0.05 0.15 0.001 0.25 0.001 0.32 0.001

D5 0.03 [0.1 -9.43 9 106 0.56 0.03 0.001 0.05 0.001 0.06 0.001

D8 0.06 [0.1 2.21 9 106 0.22 0.05 0.001 0.08 0.001 0.09 0.001

D10 0.09 [0.1 1.56 9 106 0.07 0.02 0.001 0.04 0.001 0.06 0.001

H5 0.02 [0.1 -4.12 9 106 0.007 0.16 0.001 0.27 0.001 0.34 0.001

H8 0.01 [0.1 -7.76 9 106 0.001 0.16 0.001 0.27 0.001 0.34 0.001

H10 0.02 [0.1 -7.51 9 106 0.001 0.17 0.001 0.28 0.001 0.36 0.001

MSLP 0.08 [0.1 -2.99 9 106 0.20 0.04 0.001 0.07 0.001 0.08 0.001

S5 0.07 [0.1 -4.31 9 106 0.05 0.04 0.001 0.07 0.001 0.08 0.001

S8 0.02 [0.1 2.37 9 106 0.14 0.03 0.001 0.04 0.001 0.06 0.001

S10 0.03 [0.1 2.10 9 106 0.05 0.02 0.001 0.05 0.001 0.06 0.001

T2 0.04 [0.1 6.54 9 106 0.001 0.17 0.001 0.28 0.001 0.35 0.001

U5 0.02 [0.1 -4.91 9 106 0.03 0.05 0.001 0.08 0.001 0.09 0.001

U8 0.03 [0.1 -7.63 9 107 0.71 0.03 0.001 0.05 0.001 0.06 0.001

U10 0.04 [0.1 3.82 9 107 0.80 0.03 0.001 0.05 0.001 0.06 0.001

V5 0.05 [0.1 1.14 9 106 0.55 0.03 0.001 0.05 0.001 0.06 0.001

V8 0.05 [0.1 -7.81 9 107 0.56 0.03 0.001 0.04 0.001 0.06 0.001

V10 0.10 [0.1 1.32 9 106 0.15 0.14 0.001 0.23 0.001 0.28 0.001

X5 0.01 [0.1 7.63 9 106 0.03 0.17 0.001 0.28 0.001 0.36 0.001

X8 0.04 [0.1 -2.39 9 106 0.17 0.04 0.001 0.07 0.001 0.08 0.001

X10 0.01 [0.1 4.89 9 106 0.09 0.17 0.001 0.29 0.001 0.37 0.001

Z5 0.06 [0.1 -4.56 9 106 0.008 0.13 0.001 0.21 0.001 0.26 0.001

Z8 0.06 [0.1 -2.56 9 106 0.18 0.05 0.001 0.08 0.001 0.09 0.001

Table 7 Bivariate diagonal

VECH parameters for

conditional covariance between

Tmin and CGCM predictors

Entries in bold indicate that the

null hypothesis is rejected at the

5 % level

Predictors x21 a21 b21 Predictors x21 a21 b21

C5 0.49 0.31 20.01 T2 0.16 0.28 0.67

C8 20.6 0.25 20.23 U5 20.28 0.65 0.006

C10 21.15 0.21 -0.02 U8 0.20 0.55 -0.03

D5 20.54 0.40 20.10 U10 20.22 0.36 20.23

D8 21.02 0.31 20.25 V5 0.45 0.42 20.09

D10 21.24 0.73 20.39 V8 1.12 0.28 20.25

H5 0.09 0.18 0.78 V10 1.27 0.30 -0.007

H8 0.09 0.24 0.74 X5 8.98 0.45 -0.05

H10 0.07 0.29 0.69 X8 21.56 0.38 0.03

MSLP 20.98 0.54 20.11 X10 230.1 0.29 0.01

S5 20.11 0.53 0.06 Z5 0.83 0.66 0.13

S8 20.12 0.36 0.05 Z8 0.45 0.65 0.003

S10 20.48 0.24 0.12
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variance is usually weak. The conditional variances of

temperature time series are also the same as most of the

GCM predictors and show both relative dynamic volatility

and memory in the variance.

The proposed multivariate GARCH procedures includ-

ing the diagonal VECH and DCC specifications show that

the conditional covariance structure between the GCM

predictors and surface temperature is not very strong and

does not have a strong persistence for most of the

predictors.

The diagonal VECH model showed a short-term

covariance or comovement in predictor–predictant rela-

tionship which is largely dependent on the cross-product of

the shocks of the GCM predictors and temperature

(maximum and minimum) time series. The GARCH

parameters, on the other hand, reveal a very weak degree of

the covariance structure for GCM predictors–temperature

relationship. Both positive and negative GARCH parame-

ters are observed in this study.

Furthermore, DCC showed that the CCC between GCM

predictors and temperature is unrealistic. The same as the

VECH model, the DCC model also reveals that the co-

volatility structure between GCM predictor and tempera-

ture is not strong and the correlation depends strongly on

cross products of shocks rather than covariance between

them. The time varying conditional correlation estimated

by the DCC procedure showed no significant change in the

association between predictors and temperature during

Fig. 8 Daily average, maximum and minimum conditional covariance between typical CGCM predictors and Tmin time series during 1980–2000
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1980–2000 while a weak seasonality is observed for the

conditional correlation coefficients between some of the

GCM predictors and temperature data.

This study also investigated the stationarity and non-

linearity embedding in the predictors and predictants and

their relationship applying two popular KPSS and BDS

tests. The results showed level stationarity in all predictors

and predictants time series during 1980–2000. However, it

was observed that temperature time series and some GCM

predictors are illustrating a significant non-stationarity

around a deterministic trend which can usually be referred

to extreme events. It seems that the probability of extreme

event occurrence is tending to increase from 1980 to 2000.

However, this needs to be investigated by future studies.

Furthermore, the nonlinearity tests indicated that all

predictors and predictants are exhibiting nonlinearity but

the temperature and a few GCM predictors have an

exceptional larger nonlinearity than other GCM predictors.

These GCM predictors have usually more influence on

conditional mean and variance of temperature. It may

suggest that the nonlinearity and non-stationarity of the

temperature time series are originating from the non-linear

and non-stationarity variation of these GCM predictors.

The stationarity test also revealed no change in the

association (correlation) between GCM predictors and

surface temperature during 1980–2000, though a trend non-

stationarity is observed for the correlation coefficients

between some GCM predictors and temperature time ser-

ies. The correlation coefficients also reveal non-linearity

while the highest degree of non-linearity is observed for the

correlation between temperature and those non-stationarity

GCM predictors. All these test show that the non-linearity

and non-stationarity of temperature time series may largely

depend on some particular GCM predictors such as specific

humidity, wind direction, geopotential height and T2 which

show both non-stationarity and nonlinearity.

Finally, it has to be noted that the proposed method

seems to have some advantages and disadvantages. The

first advantage of MGARCH approach is modeling the

variance–covariance relationship between the GCM pre-

dictors and surface variables which are not considered in

other models, especially those currently used for down-

scaling. It is believed that the predictor–predicatnt rela-

tionship is not linear and nonlinear methods should be

applied for downscaling to describe this relationship. The

MGARCH models bring this opportunity to downscale the

variance of GCM predictors to the variance of the local

climate variables.

Another major advantage of the MGARCH model is that

it can estimate the time varying association (covariance and

correlation) between predictors and predictants. In other

words, the method allows us having a step-by-step varia-

tion of this association. For example in our study, a day-to-

day (conditional) correlation variation was obtained. This

advantage would be interesting for two reasons; First, for

the selection of the GCM predictors for downscaling pur-

poses and second for investigating the time varying change

in the correlation between predictors and predictants in the

context of climate change. The results of our case study

revealed no significant change for the correlation coeffi-

cients between GCM predictors and local (maximum and

minimum) temperature at the selected surface station dur-

ing 1980–2000. However, some extreme correlation coef-

ficients are observed in this relationship. For both

maximum and minimum temperature time series, no trend

is observed for conditional correlations during 1980–2000.

On the other hand, the monthly variation in conditional

correlation indicated a weak seasonality for almost all

cases.

However, the MGARCH models have two main disad-

vantages. The first global disadvantage is the number of

parameters which increases rapidly by increasing the order

Table 8 DCC parameters for

conditional covariance between

Tmin and CGCM predictors

Entries in bold indicate that the

null hypothesis is rejected at the

5 % level

Predictors h1 h2 h1 ? h2 CCC Predictors h1 h2 h1 ? h2 CCC

C5 0.30 0.001 0.30 0.15 T2 0.12 0.86 0.98 0.92

C8 0.23 0.001 0.23 -0.11 U5 0.59 0.04 0.63 -0.21

C10 0.72 0.26 0.96 -0.27 U8 0.50 0.001 0.50 -0.11

D5 0.39 0.001 0.39 -0.07 U10 0.18 0.02 0.20 -0.07

D8 0.28 0.001 0.28 -0.18 V5 0.41 0.001 0.41 0.04

D10 0.16 0.001 0.16 -0.19 V8 0.27 0.001 0.27 0.18

H5 0.74 0.24 0.98 0.57 V10 0.11 0.02 0.13 0.27

H8 0.16 0.001 0.49 0.83 X5 0.31 0.65 0.96 -0.01

H10 -0.003 0.10 0.10 0.89 X8 0.24 0.001 0.24 -0.11

MSLP 0.48 0.001 0.48 -0.19 X10 0.26 0.70 0.96 -0.06

S5 0.52 0.06 0.58 -0.17 Z5 0.33 0.54 0.87 0.76

S8 0.35 0.01 0.36 -0.11 Z8 0.50 0.19 0.45 0.45

S10 0.20 0.09 0.29 -0.17
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Fig. 9 Daily average, maximum and minimum conditional correlation coefficients between typical CGCM predictors and Tmin during 1980–2000
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and the variables included in the model. Though the

diagonal VECH model reduces the number of parameters,

it seems that the number of parameters is still relatively

high and the parameter estimation may be a real problem

(Francq and Zakoian 2010).

Another specific disadvantage of MGARCH models for

downscaling is that although these models can be developed

and applied for more than two variables, the conditional

covariance can only be estimated between ‘‘one’’ GCM input

and ‘‘one’’ output variable. In other words, dissimilar to

multivariate regression model or other multivariate models,

the MGARCH models give the conditional covariance

between two variables. Therefore, it is not possible to get the

effect of a couple of variables (i.e. GCM predictors) on a

climate variable (e.g. temperature or rainfall) in one single

model, such as other typical downscaling methods (i.e.

multivariate regression and canonical correlation analysis).

6 Recommendations for future work

The proposed method in this study illustrates an example of

the variance–covariance link between GCMs predictors and

maximum and minimum temperature. It is interesting to

investigate time varying variances of other GCM predictors

with different spatial resolutions for future studies. In other

Fig. 10 Annual and seasonal conditional correlation between Tmin and CGCM predictors during 1980–2000
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words, we need to examine the variance–covariance struc-

ture between GCMs at each grid point with those nearby

surface data as well as far from them. This will reveal how

the strength of the covariance association will change by

distance and in which direction in a spatial context.

The GCM predictors of this study cover the period

1980–2000. It would be necessary and interesting to inves-

tigate the conditional variance of predictors covering future

period (e.g. 2001–2100) in order to explore future heteros-

cedastic change in GCM predictors. As this study shows no

significant change in the correlation coefficients between

GCM predictors and temperature, it would be interesting to

estimate and examine the correlation change during last

decades of twentieth century for other GCM predictors and

RCMs not included in this study. Another interesting topic is

to test the spatial variation of the conditional variance of

GCM predictors and spatial variation of the covariance

between GCM predictors and surface climate variables. As a

final point, the MGARCH models are strongly suggested to

apply for variance–covariance modeling between GCM

predictors and precipitation time series. Finally, it is

important to investigate the physical basis of the conditional

variance–covariance structure between different predictors

and predictant in future studies.
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